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ABSTRACT

Experiments

were performed at SATURN, a high current z-pinch,

to

explore the feasibility of creating a hohlraum by imploding a tungsten wire
array onto a low-density

foam. Emission measurements

in the 200-280 eV

energy band were consistent with a 11O-135 eV Planckian before the target
shock heated, or stagnated, on-axis.
nominally

160 eV were

obtained.

Peak pinch radiation temperatures
Measured

early time x-ray

emission

histories and temperature estimates agree well with modeled performance
the 200-280 eV band using a 2D radiation magneto-hydrodynamics
However, significant differences

are observed in comparisons

of

in

code.

of the x-ray

images and 2D simulations.
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At Sandia National Laboratories,
creating a hohlrauml’2 environment

we are studying the feasibility of

inside a magnetically

z-pinch. 3’456789 The hohlraum may be Used to create

an environment

the study of hot, dense matterl 0 and inertial confinement
other applications

imploded liner or
for

fusion as well as

1.

Most of the applications for these intense radiation sources require a
radiation field decoupled

from a shock. In particular,

fusion concepts12 have a fiel-containing

some z-pinch-based

capsule embedded in the pinch. A

spherically symmetric radiation field is necessary to implode the capsule and
fiel to the high densities and temperature required for fusion. In these pinch
schemes the capsule implosion must occur before the arrival of a cylindrical
shock due, to the imploding liner, at the capsule. For this reason, we quote
the temperature

at the shock arrival on-axis as an important figure-of-merit.

We report
simulations

on the comparison

of our experimental

results

with

of a 0.45 mg/cm tungsten liner imploded onto a 4-mm-diameter

core of 0.9 mg/cm Si02 aerogel.13’14>15
Fig. 1 is a schematic
target used in the experiment.

In this experiment

formed from a tungsten wire array accelerated

diagram of the

a cylindrical

plasma

until striking the foam core,

heating both the tungsten and the
foam

as well as

generating

a

radiation wave and shock in the
foam. The tungsten’ s’ inertia and
the magnetic
compress

field continue

to

the foam until the total

Curre :n
Retur n
Side
Diag:
slots

assembles

or

stagnates

on-

=

Foam Core
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Fig. 1. schematic

axis. The imploding wire amaY was pinch

Cathode

viewed
-12 mm
~f
pinch
-Wire Array

—

mass

x

target

of wire array z-

with foam center.
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. .

120 tungsten wires 5 pm in diameter, arranged into a 17.5-mm-diameter,
cm-tall wire array of mass 0.45 mg/cm.
mm-diameter

2-

The central foam core was a 4-

Si02 aerogel of 7mg/cc, 2 cm long.

There was a 6-mm-diameter
measurements

*

hole in the anode plate for on-axis

of the emission from the target and eight 6 mm wide slots in

the current return can for viewing the target from the side. The side-on
diagnostics

view -12

mm of the target height from a 35° angle to the

horizontal, similar to the view shown in Fig. 1.
The dynamics

of the pinch can be described

as an initiation phase

where joule heating creates a current carrying plasma sheath, followed by a
run-in phase where

the

wire array is accelerated
inward.

These occur

at

early times, before 75 ns
on

Fig.

followed

2.

They

are

by what

we

::~
40

power (TJV)
XRD s~nal

(V) 30

1

call the strike, where the
tungsten first impacts on

“75

the foam core. The late

80
85
90
Time (ns)

95

time sequence of events Fig. 2. XRD traces and X-ray emitted power.
in the implosion
wire

onto

illustrated
where

of

foam
in

Fig.

a The solid trace is the measured Kimfol (200-280
is eV) XRD
2,

the time history

of the soft-filtered
280 eV) off-axis

calculated

output.
XRD

The

dotted

curve

voltage

using

1D LASNEX

normalized to the experimental

is the

data. The dashed

(200- line is the 3T diffusion estimate (2-D RMHD) of
x-ray the calculated power-radiated.

diode (XRD) signal is shown. Subsequent to the strike there is another run-
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.

in phase where a radiation wave and shock propagate through the foam to
the axis until stagnation, when the current carrying sheath reaches the axis.
The radiation wave and shock should precede
occurs

as the tungsten-foam

assembly

the stagnation.

Stagnation

ceases imploding and most of the

remaining pinch kinetic energy is converted to thermal energy.
Radiated power is shown as calculated with a 1-D radiation magnetohydrodynamics

(1-D RMHD) code, LASNE~

with multigroup

radiation

transportl G and a 2-D RMHD code simulation with three temperature

(3T)

radiation transpor$ 7 (separate ion, electron and radiation temperatures).

The

2-D modeling included the effects
instabilities

and the modeling

of magnetically

has been

driven Rayleigh-Taylor

compared

to experiment

with

aluminum and tungsten wire arrays without the central foam targets. 18 The
1-D RMHD calculation shows two distinct peaks, whereas the experiment
and 2-D calculations

do not. The 1D calculations do not capture the either

the radiation emission or the collision and deposition of energy in the strike;
this is because the energy exchange times and transport

times are short.

Until the reasons for these differences are understood and accounted for lD
LASNEX should not be considered
experiments

a credible tool modeling this class of

and perhaps no 1D model can.

A bolometer19 measured the total radiation from the side of the pinch
to be 400 ~ 60 kJ; this compares

with the calculated value of 450 kJ from

the 2-D RMHD model. Within the differences
atomic physics

and radiation transport

generated using the different

models,

the emission

calculated

agrees with the experimental result.
In this experiment,

we studied the characteristics

striking the foam by observation
camera images.20

of the tungsten

of soft x-ray (carbon-filtered)

The images are a complicated

framing

folding of the density,

5

temperature,

and opacity of the emitting material.

x-ray images from the outside of the tungsten

In Fig. 3, we show soft
for wire arrays with and

without a foam central cylinder. In the case without foam, there is a line

82

85

88

91

\

r

Peak

6.4 mm

I

6 ns of hold-off
Fig. 3. Soft x-ray (200-280 eV) framing camera images of pinches without
(top) and with (bottom) the central foam. The time in ns, with respect to
figure 1, is shown above the images.
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pinch that peaks in intensity at roughly 88 ns and exhibits a fidl width at
half-maximum

(FWHM) of - 1 mm. In the image with foam, at 82 ns a

radiating shell is observed -3 ns earlier than the peak in the case when no
foam was present and the peak emission was delayed -3 ns. The timing is
consistent

with the expected impact of the tungsten

The tightest pinch with foam occurs

onto the foam core.

at - 91 ns with FWHM = 0.5 ~0.2

mm; this is consistent with the slower velocity expected from the accretion
of mass as the tungsten

impacts the foam. The -8 ns between the initial

radiation from the strike to the rapid rise in emission, obtained from XRD
data is evidence

for the foam holding off the tungsten

radiating shell; this is the process
radiation

confining,

environment

and creating

that would result in a hohlraum,
inside an imploding

plasma

emission in Fig.3 indicates 3D features in the non-uniformities,
the z- and r-axis. The periodicities

observed

intensity

contrast

shell. The
along both

instabilities may be observed in this

extensively

in perspective,

observed reflect an approximately

or

may also reflect instabilities. Rayleigh-

Taylor and m=O magneto-hydrodynamic
data and have been discussed

a

in the literature.
the roughly

To put the

30°/0 variations

7°/0 variation in temperature if a Planckian

source is assumed. Uniformity may be improved with more uniform central
cylinders,

this one was known to have axial and azimuthal variations

density. Another potential source of non-uniformities
symmetry

imposed

on the magnetic

could be the 8-fold

field by the diagnostic

current return can (see Fig. 1). These non-uniformities

in

slots in the

are being studied

intensively.
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In Fig. 4 we show an image generated
equation and the T4 multigroup
and

temperature

opacity

library21 to the calculated

2-D

density

CMcdatkm

structure s22’23. This image
is

by applying the transport

compared

%

the

to

Expxirnmt
12

obtained

experimentally

image; both are at 85 ns.
1%.
fanee

{mm)

The rings in the intensity
of the simulated image are
due

to

the

calculated

Rayleigh-Taylor

instability

growth.

Although

not

c
o

6
LM4imrxi m’n]

obvious in the reproduced
image, there are faint ring
structures

Fig. 4. Simulated soft x-ray framingcamera image and data at 85 ns.

in the data reflecting

this

effect.

The

rings

in both

calculations and data have roughly the same spatial frequency (-4/cm

the
along

the z-axis) based on intensity fluctuations. In the modeling, the rings are due
to high temperature

regions that occur at the tungsten/Si02

that are at significantly

higher temperature

foam interface

than the surrounding

‘bulk’

plasma. The spatial extent (not frequency) of the features is of mm scale
the data and -100 pm in calculations.

in

One potential explanation for this is

that the cell size is 100 ~m in the calculation

and higher resolution

is

required, however, with present resources higher resolution modeling is not
practical. Another potential explanation is that inherently 3D effects broaden
these features.
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In addition, the data shows low intensity along the z-axis, and small
intense regions in the r-domain at large r, -1.5 mm (see Fig. 4) that are not
in the simulated image. These effects are quantified in Fig. 5, where lineouts
were taken through the images. These Iineouts show the radial variations in
intensity. The main feature size is larger than the 4 mm initial foam diameter
because of ablation of the inner target. The wire array plasma maintains a
-30 eV temperature

according to

inner foam target

due

to Joule

The

heating.

high spatial
feature

edge,

reproduced

at

the

is

not

in

modeling

10-5

1.2~4

frequency

in r,

target

d ablates the

at

the
these

z

times; it does appear at

x (mm)

earlier times.
A

possible

Fig. 5. Comparison of emission profiles for radial
explanation
for
the lineouts of the 85 ns framing camera image. Ay lmm (dotted trace), and Ay -5 mm (dashed
decrease
in intensity trace) compare the experimental result to the to
calculated profile at 85 ns with the modeled image
along the axis is the
for Ay = 5 mm (solid curve).
optical closure of the
slot due to material ablating from the current return can; this is a concern
and an active area of investigation.
cause of the feature because

However,

it is not believed to be the

it is not observed in the shots without foam

and there is evidence that 4 mm diameter diagnostic holes do not close.
summary,

In

although the emission history as calculated (2D) agrees with the

9

measured result, the simulations do not capture all of the important features
of the radiation production.
There
capturing

are a number

the physics

of reasons

apparent

limitations in the diffusion

that the modeling

in the data images.

model, or 3D effects

fields or instability growth could be important.

may not be

There

are inherent

related to the magnetic

There is also evidence that

the large spike and bubble density variations obtained in the calculations may
be an artifact of the averaging algorithms used to determine zone properties.
These are all being studied.
The temperature
important

figure-of-merit.

of the hohlraum
Temperature

estimates

folding the emission history into the source
averaged

brightness

temperatures.

is considered

They

have been

size. This resulted

were

obtained

from

the most
made

by

in areacalibrated

bandpass filtered x-ray diodes24 (XRDs) that provided source brightness for
broadband (dE/E-O.3)

spectral regimes. The size, FWHM, of the emitting

region was

from the framing

obtained

camera

images

and fitted to a

quadratic in time. The quadratic is a good fit to the data until roughly 90 ns.
An important caveat in interpreting the size data is that the cameras measure
the size from the side, not the end. The emission spot is expected to be
smaller end-on, which would result in higher temperatures.
uniform

Planckian

(<So/O effect),

unfolded a brightness
-’s.

temperature

Lambertian

source

We assumed a

of this

size and

based on the calculated sensitivity of the

This was done for XRD’s located on axis and at the 35° location.

Quoted uncertainties

include detector and filter effects on sensitivity but not

the effect of non-uniform
In Fig. 6. we
temperature

emission.
show

an important

comparison.

The

brightness

for the 200-280 eV XRD channel is compared to the calculated

10

mean electron temperature
comparison

in the aerogel from the 2D. This is an important

for it most closely represents

the energy transferred

to the

foam as a fimction of time, and the radiation out the end of the target,
which we measure.
consistent

In the calculation,

stagnation begins at roughly 87 ns

with an internal temperature

of 110 eV, 135 eV from the fitted

data. Until peak temperature
calculated

temperatures

there is agreement

between the measured

inside the wire array suggesting

and

that the energy

densities and balances are acceptably calculated. Internal foam temperatures
were 25 ~ 7 eV higher than the outer surface of the tungstenl 5 before the
target stagnation feature. The combination
the gradient in temperature

of high internal temperature

to the edge of the tungsten

and

implies that the

tungsten is acting as a case to confine the energy, i.e. as a hohlraum.

‘“t—————t
150- -

!“
.’
.’
,’

T (eV)
1oo- 50- -

0!

75

Fig. 6. a) Brightness

80

temperature

RMHD, electron temperature

85
90
Time (ns)

obtained

95

100

on-axis

and calculated,

2-D

in the foam (solid line). Square points are the

data using the size from the framing camera.

Dashed line was generated

using the size from a quadratic fit to the first four frames of the framing
camera.
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A problem with unfolding a temperature in this way is that the source
is non-uniform.

The source is known to be non-Planckian.

sense that there

is less high energy

content

This is in the

in the spectrum

than is

calculated or would be present with a Planckian source (based on unfolding
higher energy channel detectors, and not discussed in this paper). There are
additional

interpretive

temperature

difficulties

of a system

created

by

using

with known temperature

an

area-averaged

variations,

when the source is not opaque. These include aperture

particularly

closure,

tungsten

blowing through the aperture, jetting of low-density plasma along the axis,
and non-uniformities

in the source. Analytic estimates of each of these have

been made; the jet is expected

to keep the aperture

optically thin. The non-uniformities

open and to remain

are of concern and plans are being made

to diagnose the end-on emission field.
In summary,

time-resolved

brightness

temperature

estimates

were

made of the foam central cylinder and compared

to a detailed 2-D RMHD

simulation.

agree

Calculated

temperature)

2-D

emission

with the experiments.

histories
From

well

the rough

(~

agreement

10°/0 in
in the

waveforms of Fig. 6, prior to 92 ns, we conclude the overall energy balance
is modeled fairly well. However, details of the radiation emission are not all
captured
results

correctly
described

in the modeling based on the image analysis.
are consistent

with

a dynamic

(imploding)

hohlraum; they show the current state of our understanding

These
z-pinch

and highlight

critical area requiring further study.
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